GENERAL NOTES:
1. WALLS SHALL BE CONTINUOUS OVER A MINIMUM OF FOUR POSTS, IF POSSIBLE.
2. WALLS SHALL HAVE AN EXPANSION JOINT IN THE PANEL OVER A BRIDGE EXPANSION JOINT AND AT 30-FOOT MAXIMUM SPACING ELICITING.
3. BOTTOM OF POST SLEEVE PLATE TO BE SET ON A 4" X 4" WOOD FABRIC SORBING PAD (Material). THE THICKNESS OF THE PADDLE SHALL BE DUCTED BY THE Details.
4. THE CHAIN LINK FABRIC SHALL BE SECURED BY NAILING TOGETHER THE OUT END OF THE FABRIC HARDWARE IN A MANNER SIMILAR TO THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURED END.
5. WHERE THE R.B.W. FENCE MEETS THE SCREEN, USE THE SQUARE END TO HIGHWAY GUARDRAIL TRANSITION DETAIL.
6. THE SCREEN END TREATMENT TO BE USED (SQUARE OR TAPERED) IS SPECIFIED ELICITING ON THE CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS.
7. POST SPACING SHALL BE UNIFORM BETWEEN TAPERED ENDS.
8. SET POSTS PERPENDICULAR TO GRADE FOR GRADES UP TO 3%. SET POSTS FLAT FOR GRADES GREATER THAN 3%.
9. USE 3" X 6 GA. EARTH EXCEPT OVER METAL RADIO TRANSIT LINE WHERE 3" X 9 GA. FABRIC SHALL BE USED.

FINISHES:
1. POSTS, HANG, COVER PLATES AND STYLUS PLATES SHALL RECEIVE A DARK BRONZE ANODIZED FINISH.
2. CHAIN LINK FABRIC SHALL RECEIVE A 60-140 POLYESTER POWDER COAT FINISH. THE COLOR SHALL BE DARK BRONZE TO MATCH COLOR OF ANODIZED ALUMINUM FINISHES.
3. #1 SELF TAPPING SCREWS AND #2 COVER PLATE BOLTS TO BE COLORED TO MATCH THE ANODIZED FINISHES.

MATERIALS:
- EXTRUSIONS & PLATES
- ASME B32.1, ALLOY 6061-T6
- CHAIN LINK FABRIC
- ANCHOR W 101 TYPE VII (ALLOY 6061-7075 OR 7049)
- SELF TAPPING SCREWS
- TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL WITH 304 STAINLESS STEEL WASHERS
- ANCHOR BOLTS
- ANCHOR BOLT (16A GUARANTEED)
- TEE BOLTS
- ANCHOR WITH A 304 STAINLESS STEEL COVER PLATE
- TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL WITH OVERSIZED STAINLESS WASHER AND STAINLESS NUT WITH NYLON INSERT
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